ACCOMODATION INFORMATION

In this document, you can find information on accommodation in the ESIEE Paris area.

We strongly recommend that you refer to the information about each residence and contact them directly.

**Résidence AMPÈRE – ARPEJ**
Places reserved for ESIEE Paris students (limited number of places)
1-3 avenue Ampère, 77420 Champs-sur-Marne (300 m from the school)
Registration on the website.

- Website: [www.arpej.fr](http://www.arpej.fr)

**Résidence ECLA**
5 rue du Centre, 93160 Noisy-le-Grand

We recommend to ask for accommodation in the ECLA residence, the "Room" option at 755€/month.


**Studapart**: an online accommodation platform

Website: [https://u-pem.studapart.com/en/](https://u-pem.studapart.com/en/)

You can view a comprehensive list of housing options around campus and in town.


You can also check out the other options, among which the most affordable is the shared apartment for 6-8 people or the T2 apartment for 2 people.


We would like to warn you that the housing situation is quite tight in the Paris area, and we recommend that you confirm and book your accommodation as soon as possible.

ESIEE Paris is not responsible for the offers and arrangements.

***************

An annual housing tax is payable to the tax department. The price is calculated according to several criteria. It is necessary to plan to pay between 400€ and 600€ approximately.

No contractual document